JA FINANCE PARK EVALUATION RESULTS
STATEWIDE 17-18

STUDENT RESULTS
BECAUSE OF WHAT
I’VE LEARNED...
I plan to set financial
goals for my future.

I BELIEVE MOST OF WHAT HAPPENS
IN MY FUTURE DEPENDS ON ME

95%

BECAUSE OF JA FINANCE
PARK...
I understand how
%
my education affects

96

my future

96%

95%

100%

Students thought critically
about their futures.

%

100

The JA Finance Park
curriculum was relevant to
students’ lives and futures

81%

%

95

EDUCATOR COMMENTS

“What was meaningful about
my experience with JA was
being able to see how much my
family spends and how hard my
dad works.”

“JA Finance Park helped me
understand how to properly
save and budget for my future.”

Doing well in school is more important
to me than it was before

EDUCATOR RESULTS

“Everything we did helped me
understand more what I have to
do in my future.”

“I learned that life isn’t easy
and you truly can’t afford
everything no matter your job.
Problems will come up.”

I BELIEVE MY OWN
ACTIONS WILL DETERMINE HOW
MUCH MONEY I HAVE

I better understand how to
move toward reaching my
financial goals.

STUDENT COMMENTS

“I learned that you don’t have
to spend a lot of money on
things you don’t need and that
you have to pay all your credit
cards.”

VOLUNTEER RESULTS

92%

100%

“I like the realistic life scenarios
and how it was relevant to their
lives.”
“JA Finance Park allowed
students to see everything and
actually apply it instead of just
listening to someone. This was
huge to them.”
“My students were engaged the
entire time. Even some of my
students that sometimes lose
focus were actively learning the
entire time.”
“The budget process helped
students see that managing
money requires you to make
difficult decisions.
“Real world experiences—
interactive and engaging!”

Students made the connection
The JA Finance Park experience
that staying
was valuable for students.
in school leads to
better jobs.
VOLUNTEER COMMENTS
“Enjoyed seeing students
connect the dots in regards to
real costs of budget categories.”
“The real life scenarios really
helped the students think about
how and what to use their
money on. The budgeting
process was very eye opening.”

“Financial literacy is such a
crucial topic for today’s high
school students. Thank you for
providing this invaluable
program.”
“Great experience! Wish I had
this opportunity when I was in
high school.”

